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Abstract:
This contribution offers a comparison between the economic crises of the late-1920s and the first
energy crisis of the 1970s through an inquiry into the changing balance between the transnational
supply of capital and domestic aggregate demand for fixed capital formation and consumer goods. Its
aim is to offer a new interpretation of the concept of international economic interdependence. It starts
by outlining the early definition of interdependence offered in the international political economy
literature and within the American policymaking elites from World War II to the 1960s. Then, it provides
a reappraisal of the New Economic History School's approach to the subject. Thereafter, it investigates
the two historical watersheds to cast light both on the different role of Federal Reserve and the
international economic institutions to manage the ratio of liquidity supply to aggregate demand, and on
the importance of transnational capital flows and gold.
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1. Introduction
This contribution focuses on the concept of international economic interdependence through
an historical comparison between the two worldwide recessions of the twentieth century. The aim
is to provide a new interpretation about the changing interrelation between transnational capital
supply and domestic aggregate demand when compared to extant explanations in the historical
studies and social sciences literatures. Defined in the economics literature as the ratio of capital
supply to fixed capital formation, the concept of economic interdependence has been the subject
of abundant theoretical fine-tunings in international economics, political science, and historical
studies. All these inquiries shared a least common denominator: the free flow of commodities,
goods and capital across nations, had been considered a linchpin in the development of sustained
growth rates. Different disciplinary fields focused on the topicality of transnational flows in capital
and goods: both with respect to the late nineteenth century wave of international economic
integration, and when the subject was the post-World War II international economic system, this
scholarship made the argument that an expansion in cross-nation movements in capital and goods
was a decisive factor in nurturing domestic economic growth and market openness.
Both the New Economic History school and the most prominent scholarship in international
political economy based their historical and economic interpretations on this assertive assumption.
Consider the international economic integration typical of the industrial economies of the western
world from the late nineteenth century through the early twentieth century: breakthrough
scholarship on the first wave of global economic integration revolved around the reportedly pivotal
linkage between transnational movement in labor, capital, and merchandizes, and the repositioning
of each national economy, with a recorded stunning increase in their share of world trade, in the
international economic arena. Likewise, if one keeps an eye on the mainstream literature in
international political economy appeared during the 1950s and 1960s, the concept of economic
interdependence was grounded on the idea that the pillar of the post-World War II process of

international market integration that increasingly connected the leading advanced industrial
economies, was a rate of market integration higher than domestic growth. This literature fine-tuned
this correlation so far as to argue that such freely-moving flows in capital, consumer and
instrumental goods in excess of the sustained domestic growth rates nurtured the widely-known
development of national consumer markets typical of the post war golden age.
This paper suggests a different concept of economic interdependence. It does so in order to
strike the balance between oversupply of capital and the sluggish domestic aggregate demand that
chronicled the period after the first oil shock of the 1970s. The argument is built on a comparison
between the monetary and economic policies of the US Federal Reserve System during the Great
Slump of the late 1920s, and the international financial assistance programs implemented under
the auspices of the US monetary authority, the international economic institutions born out of the
Bretton Woods conference, and the government of the United States.
After briefly reviewing the approach of the New Economic History School to the
interconnectedness between capital supply and domestic growth through the historical case study
of the first economic globalization of late nineteenth century, this contribution pinpoints the
supposed impact of unfettered cross-national capital supply on domestic growth discussed in the
international political economy literature. Then, the paper investigates the role of US national
monetary authorities and international economic institutions during the two great slumps of the
last century to point to a different interpretation about the changing ratio between international
capital flight and domestic economic growth. In contrast to the literature reviewed in the first part,
the centerpiece of this study is based on the historical experience; national monetary and
international economic policies did contribute to recast an orderly equilibrium between capital
supply and domestic investments.
Both in the early 1930s and after the first oil crisis of the 1970s the United States and its peer
international economic institutions worked on redressing the balance between transnational capital
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supply and domestic aggregate demand. According to the reconstruction presented in the following
pages, they played a vital role in redressing such balance. In this comparative framework, the paper
highlights similarities and differences between the 1930s and the 1970s. On the one side, it
confirms that from 1928 to the appointment of Roosevelt to the White House the US monetary
authorities recklessly pursued a strict monetary policy. Indeed, this work suggests that until 1933
this strictness reduced capital offer below demand for productive investment, and crimped a
steadily restructuring of fixed capital formation. However, the easing of monetary and credit
policies undertaken by the Fed at the urgency of the newly-appointed Roosevelt administration
was fundamental to revert capital outflows and restore appropriate capital supply to fuel domestic
investments.
On the other hand, however, the last section suggests that during the first oil crisis of the 1970s
the US monetary authorities straddled to cope with the implications of the first oil price hike on
the US domestic growth through the implementation of expansionary policies. In light of the
downward implications that the first oil shock had on the volume of international trade and
payments and the rate of growth of the US economy, the paper points to the responses set out by
the US on linking the restructuring of world payments to the recovery of the industrial and
developing economies mostly affected by the economic downturn. This was done in order to
prevent any of them from slipping away from the tangle of multilateral commercial and financial
bonds. More specifically, the government of Washington worked on reaching this target by
drawing upon the financial assets of the oil-rich countries to finance the developing countries'
current account deficit and to stimulate domestic investments and expansion across the industrial
nations. This contribution rounds off by pointing to the decade-end events that made the US
governments and monetary officialdom toss aside their commitment to restore an orderly balance
between international market integration and domestic growth. The so-called Volcker monetary
revolution, unfettered depreciation of the US currency in foreign exchange markets, and disrupting
events in the Middle East, all contributed to terminate the trajectory of international
3

interdependence charted in this study. These historical events disrupted the American strategy
aimed at borrowing from OPEC to balance the ratio of transnational capital supply to aggregate
demand1. Since then, US authorities left aside any expansionary use of transnational capital flows
to uphold domestic consumption2.

2. The concept of economic interdependence from international political economy to history:
market openness and domestic growth
The New Economic History School, founded in the 1950s, and the cliometric literature that
hailed from it, laid the intellectual groundwork for a concept of international economic
interdependence that revolved around the pivotal role of the free movements in capital and goods
in stemming national economic wealth and market openness. Stuck to the idea that the removal of
national controls on freely flowing commodities, goods and capital across nations is a function of
each economy's share in international trade and capital movements, this historical literature
established a positive correlation between market openness and national economic performance.
Globalization and History by O'Rourke and Williamson fine-tuned this theoretical approach
through the case study of the first economic globalization. According to these authors, the more
the industrial economies can freely trade in merchandize and commodities each other, the better is
the score of key domestic economic growth indicators as the cost of labor, real wages, fixed capital
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formation, or the national share of world trade3. The financial repression argument that has long
dominated the research agenda of the New Economic History took place before this scholarly
backdrop based on a rational choice approach to historical development4.
The intellectual debate on the post-World War II system of international economic relations
that developed after the end of war traced this approach and reformulated the supposed virtuous
circuit between transnational capital flows, market openness and domestic growth. During the
1960s the increase in the volume of international trade exceeded the rate of domestic economic
growth enjoyed by most industrial economies. Before this macroeconomic framework a strand of
scholarship in international political economy (IPE) defined the process of international economic
interdependence as the ratio of trade exchange between two or more economies to each economy's
growth rate5.
In this respect, the changing ratio of foreign trade to GDP per capita, as well as the
consumption share of GDP in most advanced industrial economies over the decades following
World War II, shed further light on the subject. From 1962 to 1972, France, Japan, Italy and the
Federal Republic of Germany enjoyed an expansion in foreign trade three to four times as much
that recorded from the late-1950s through 1962. By contrast, the upswing in GDP per capita was
less dynamic, while personal consumption as a percentage of GDP lagged behind6. Clearly, the
concept of economic interdependence fine-tuned in IPE is in striking contrast to this
macroeconomic dynamic. Such contrast permits to catch the intellectual bias of that definition.
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That concept was grounded in the intense debate that gripped scholars in international economics
and political economy about the beginning of the economic reconstruction of western Europe.
Consider the literature appeared at the time. Gardner, Hirschman and Kindleberger, for
instance, portrayed the construction and functioning of the international economic system set up
at the 1944 Bretton Woods Conference as an international order resting on smoothly expanding
domestic industrial economies7. This breakthrough scholarship focused on the interconnectedness
between growing domestic consumer spending and rising foreign trade. In this framework, the
economic sciences applied the theory of economic multiplier to international trade8. Kindleberger
found a correlation between transnational capital flows and domestic aggregated demand. He
argued that in post war Europe transnational capital movements provided capital supply required
to set out fixed capital formation. He explained why, shortly after the end of World War II,
European investors and banking intermediaries poured money into the American equity market:
they financed securities issued by US multinationals to finance investments in manufacturing lines
essential to set in motion the post war European recovery9. This early interpretation ascribed equal
importance to transnational flows in consumer goods and capital mobility.
However, as international trade in consumer goods and commodities exceeded international
financial transactions and foreign direct investments10, the interpretations of economic
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interdependence appeared during the 1970s developed a different theory. International trade in
consumer goods were viewed as the key benchmark to assess the degree of interdependence
between two or more national economies. In their inquiries, Cooper, Krasner and Katzenstein
tossed aside transnational financial investments and established a correlation between domestic
aggregate demand and international exchanges in commodities and consumer goods11.
Such approach to the interrelation between transnational capital and national growth took
place against a conceptual framework of the world economy based on the post-World War II
principles of trade liberalization. Drawing from these accounts a wave of studies identified banking
regulations and supervisions as stumbling blocks to international financial integration and to
domestic economic growth in the industrial economies. Since the 1960s this approach viewed the
economic role of the western state in promoting industrial recovery and technological upgrade as
a hindrance to the free movement in consumer goods12. This perspective pointed to the
protectionist trade policies of the nation-state13, and focused on the twentieth century's role of
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national governments in leading domestic growth through inflationary policies and exchange
controls14. It considered both policies as stumbling blocks to freely flowing transnational capital.
Accordingly, the cliometric perspective viewed banking regulation as a process that
discouraged international investors and stressed the role of fiscal policies in causing economic
downturn. According to this scholarship, the tendency of the western state to fix up the problem
of a decline in GDP through a raise in taxes on capital transactions helps to explain the historical
phenomena of capital outflows that churned the advanced industrial economies since the 1960s.
Making matters different, according to the financial repression argument during the 1970s the
removal of national controls on capital flows in some leading western economies marked a pathbreaking turn. Since the 1980s, does this scholarship suggest, the short circuit between fiscal policy
and financial repression came to an end. During the 1980s and 1990s, the end of fiscal repression
propped up the confidence of investors and rebounded transnational capital flows15.
However, as this contribution charts, national economic policies did little to hinder the making
of an interdependent international economy based on the free movement in goods and capital. By
contrast, the paper suggests that the linchpin to reorganize the process of economic
interdependence was a US monetary policy aimed at redressing the ratio of capital supply to
demand for investments.
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3. Disproving the financial repression argument: the role of Federal Reserve in rebounding
capital supply during the Great Slump
A stream of leading scholarship on the American economy amidst the turn-of-the-1920s Great
Slump set forth a widely-accepted interpretation about both the macroeconomic dynamics of the
recession that churned the country through 1933, and the sluggish US stock market. These works
were based on the most commonly used data to measure growth and national economic
development: GDP per capita, unemployment rate, manufacturing output, the ratio of productivity
to capital formation, and financial transactions on the stock and equity markets. They spanned the
time frame from the stock market crash of October 1929 through the following three years. This
scholarship linked this prolonged contraction of US production both to the tight monetary policy
inaugurated by the Federal Reserve System since the beginning of 1928, and to the federal laws
passed between 1933 and 1935 to preside over the restructuring of credit policies.
Before outlining some more recent interpretative paths to offer a different interpretation of US
domestic and international monetary policy, it is worth recalling this twin established view. On
the one side, among others, Kindleberger pointed to the US inflexible refute to toss aside monetary
stringency and begin serving as lender of last resort until after the appointment of Roosevelt to the
White House16. Eugene White pushed forward this argument by stressing that during the crucial
turn-of-the-decade years the Federal Reserve never increased base money. According to him, the
US national monetary authorities did not alter nominal interest rates in order to ease off the cost
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of borrowing to finance investments in fixed capital. Likewise, they did not pledge to expand
currency in circulation in support for borrowers17.
On the other hand, a stream of flourishing studies pointed attention to the legislative
framework on banking erected in the early 1930s to explain the striking imbalance between capital
supply and borrowings that struck the economy. In particular, Michael Bordo has established a
connection between the wave of banking panics that took the American production chain to a
standstill, and the law that enforced selected access to the Federal Reserve's discount window18.
This legislative measure forced any private bank non member of the Federal Reserve to issue a
guarantee fund or to draw on reserve assets as binding prerequisites to file a request for financial
assistance to the Fed. Apparently, this correlation would tighten up the historical argument about
the effects of the federal legislation of the early 1930s on the downswing of the American
economy.
However, since the mid-1970s most scholars interested in deepening understanding about the
interconnectedness between the October 1929 collapse of the stock market and the crumbling of
US manufacturing production and consumer spending, identified with the monetary measures
undertaken by the Federal Reserve since October a set of pivotal stimulus policies. According to
these studies, those measures were much needed to prevent large scale selling on the stock market
from triggering a dangerous liquidity shortage. Due to the centrality of the Great Slump to
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delineate the process of international economic interdependence during the twentieth century, this
paper shall pinpoint the varying interpretations about the origins of the Great Depression and the
monetary policies enforced to sort it out. It is noteworthy to stress that any thesis points to the role
of Federal Reserve in rolling over the debt of private corporations on the securities and bond
markets. Reasoning on this line, a variety of interpretations suggests how relevant it was the
Federal Reserve's all-out commitment to purchase Treasury bonds and securities held by private
intermediaries. In so doing, the US monetary authority went way beyond its statutory limits when
in Fall 1929 Wall Street collapsed19. All interpretations stress that the Federal Reserve rolled over
the Treasury's outstanding debts held by private intermediaries. Such intervention promptly freed
on the private capital market disposable liquidity to fuel productive investments. This scholarship
argued that this move reversed the repeated sequence of drying up capital supply, banking panics
and large scale stock market sales that had contracted industrial output. According to this
interpretation, this all-out undertaking by the Fed was topical. In fact, it came about shortly after
the sequential dwarf in manufacturing output in Summer 1929, and in capital supply for fixedinvestments immediately thereafter.
Christina Romer has convincingly contended that the Federal Reserve's large scale purchases
of Treasury's bonds from private investors was vital to offset monetary stringency inaugurated the
year before. She argues that in so doing the US monetary authority offset the negative impact of
monetary strictness on domestic growth without causing inflation20. To put it another way, the
Federal Reserve rolled over the exposure of private capital markets to the Treasury to stem funding
for fixed investments without either relaxing its tight monetary policy, or expanding base money.
The very objective of this policy was to set up expansionary policies.
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If one outlines the scholarly works on the legislation enacted since shortly after the 1929 Great
Contraction through the early 1930s, it is possible to detect further confirmation to this approach.
The Banking Act and the Glass Steagell Act, the two most important legislative measures passed
during the first half of the decade to preside over the reorganization of US banking system in the
framework of the New Deal, provided much needed confidence to private investors21. The
literature on the Great Slump tidily pointed attention to the positive effects of the separation
between deposit banks and investment bankers enacted by the Glass Steagell Act. In so doing, the
US Congress set out a legislative measure effective in preventing banking failures from turning
into financial panics that close corporate bonds between deposit corporations and brokers would
favor22.
On the other hand, many economic historians argued that the creation of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC), established with the 1933 Banking Act, was a stepping-stone in
the history of banking supervision and set off a virtuous circuit between private capital markets
and economic growth. The FDIC guaranteed sight deposits and call deposits held at banks member
of the Federal Reserve System. It provided such guarantee through a fund established by the
premium that each member bank paid out of the insurance they received. In light of this mechanism
the FDIC would lay a shift from short-term financial assets, typically geared to finance the real
estate market, to long-term capital markets best suited to enhance fixed capital formation.
Therefore, the case study of the FDIC would track the essential role of banking regulation in
financing American economic growth. Most literature convincingly views the New Deal policies
to regulate banking as a linchpin in making the American bond and securities markets attractive
to foreign investors.
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Besides, more recently some economic historians critical of the New Economic History
School reappraised the financial repression argument23. They recognized the importance of the
New Deal to bolster the confidence of private investors and banking. On his part, a quantitative
economic historian as Foreman Peck, quite familiar to use historical data and statistics to showcase
a neoclassical approach to economic growth, recognized that compelling banking regulations
introduced in the US during the early 1930s prevented the banking system from pouring sight and
time deposits into highly risky financial instruments. These measures averted liquidity shortages24.
In the wave of this interpretative shift in the literature, it is worth advancing a rather different
interpretation of the process of international economic interdependence based on the ratio of
capital supply to consumer spending. In the following section the paper examines the expansion
in base money under the early Roosevelt administration. The aim is to situate this increase in
capital supply for investments in the framework of the legislation on bank regulation passed by
the US Congress. The argument is that this legislation was essential both to attract investors on the
US stock market, and to protect them from the instability of financial markets and industrial output.

4. The transnational dimension of the Great Depression and the ratio of investments to
consumer spending, 1929-1933
The leading literature on the Great Slump of the early 1930s focused on the American
economy and debated its origins. A cohort of historians and economists placed it against the system
of international monetary relations, while others stressed the very endogenous nature of the Great
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Crash. Both interpretations argue that the onset of the Great Depression accelerated the making of
twentieth century international interdependence based on the combining between international
capital mobility and domestic aggregate demand.
The first historical account focuses on the role of Federal Reserve and other leading Central
Banks in trying to redress the balance between money supply and industrial credit. According to a
classical interpretation recently presented again25, the Great Depression should be led back to a
persistent lack of cooperation among the western Central Banks on how to best use gold reserves
to re-launch productive investments and consumers' demand26. This approach pointed to the Gold
Standard's compulsory rules on reserve requirements to explain why most national monetary
policies failed: as Central Banks converted their dollar and pound holdings into reserve assets,
they contributed to decrease liquidity for fixed capital formation27. On the other hand, a number
of classical studies insisted on the limits that the Gold Standard posed on the US monetary
authority's freedom to alter currency in circulation. As the Federal Reserve was the largest holder
of gold reserves, its rather limited margin of action would account for its ineptitude before the
1929 Great Crash.
The first interpretation argues that in the early 1920s the western governments agreed on
tackling the problem of decreasing the price of commodity goods28. In order to reach such target
they pledged to undertake a set of productive investments that hinged on a substantial expansion
in gold reserves in each western Central Bank. As far as in a gold pegged international monetary
system the better it is the ratio of gold reserves to currency in circulation, the sounder it is the
foreign exchange rate, this agreed intervention to expand gold reserves was aimed at stimulating
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a non-inflationary growth. The Federal Reserve Bank of New York opposed this strategy by
refusing to cede gold to its partner economies, by freezing its gold reserves, and by implementing
federal credits. This policy turned into an expansion in money supply and triggered price-push
inflationary strains across the international economy29. From 1927 to 1931 this development
uttered in an unprecedented expansion in US gold reserves. This policy proved to be detrimental
to the US trading partners because lack of adequate gold reserves weakened Washington's partners
on the foreign exchange markets and worsened their current account deficit.
The second wave of studies points to a different understanding of the Great Slump: they link
the policies of Federal Reserve to the internal dynamics of the American economy.
Notwithstanding this different approach, even this scholarship establishes a linkage between US
monetary policy, and the uncertain balance between capital supply and consumer spending. This
thesis expands upon a well-grounded scholarly point about the high degree of monetary
cooperation among western Central Banks to stabilize gold reserves since the very early-1920s.
Recently, Cassis maintained that prior to the outbreak of World War I, during the first Gold
Standard France had repeatedly provided the sterling area with gold tranches drawn upon its
metallic reserves in order to stabilize the gold parity of British sterling. The inflow of metallic
reserves into the Bank of England supported British sterling on the foreign exchange markets and
propped up London's balance of payments on current account30. By the mid-1920s the Federal
Reserve transferred gold coins to several central banks in support of their respective currencies on
the exchange markets. From 1926 to 1928 this foreign monetary policy led Washington to suffer
from a sharp decline in its gold reserves31.
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Therefore, does this scholarship suggest, on the eve of the 1928 historical decision of the
Federal Reserve to peak up nominal interest rates, a turn laying at the origins of a contraction in
base money between 1929 and 193132, the US gold reserves were in shortage. According to this
interpretation, the United States raised nominal interest rates to attract much-needed gold from
abroad33. While stimulating the inflow of gold into the United States, such rise in nominal interest
rates led many European investors to pour money into the very lucrative American equity markets.
This process caused mounting expectations for further increases in the cost of money that laid the
groundwork for the very late-1920s' financial bubble.
By contrast, upward real interest rates led the most interest-sensitive manufacturing sectors as
the car industry or the construction industry to sink, thus paving the way for the collapse of Wall
Street and industrial output. Peter Temin forerun this interpretation. In his view the collapse of
Wall Street anticipated the contraction in industrial output, while the following wave of financial
divestitures preceded the decrease in consumer demand since 1930. To put his thought the reverse
side, a dwindling stock market triggered a contraction in aggregate demand which he considers a
function of it34. A wide-range of reliable statistical series confirms further that interconnectedness.
Both data on the stock of money for investments, GNP and inflation-adjusted per capita
consumption in the US from 1929 to 193135; and the NBER aggregate figures on money supply
and consumer spending between 1929 and 1934 track two trends. By combining such data it is
easy to chart a substantial decrease in disposable money supply for fixed capital investments, and
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an unfettered contraction in private consumption from 1929 to 193336. This combined contraction
in stock of money and consumer spending took place in the framework of the conflict between
Washington's high interest rates policy and the European Central Banks, which raised the cost of
borrowing to avert capital flight from western European countries to the US37.
Christina Romer and Michael Bordo acknowledge that Federal Reserve's high interest rates
contributed to let the Great Depression run unchecked. However, they stress that the Federal
Reserve upheld high interest rates way after 1930, when US gold reserves rebounded substantially.
In their view, this incongruity between the cost of money and the re-establishment of gold reserves
should prevent scholars from linking US domestic monetary policies to the Gold Standard
international system.
By contrast, they point to a number of internal dynamics to explain the beginning of the Great
Slump. To summarize them, they mention the appearance and endurance throughout the 1920s of
rigid nominal wages caused by the introduction of a set pay scale. Besides, they stress a widespread
attitude of American corporations to peak nominal wages in order to revamp market confidence.
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Furthermore, Romer argues that the Federal Reserve raised real interest rates to cool off the upturn
in borrowing for industrial credit to halt inflation38.
What matters most about this interpretation is that even Romer and Bordo establish a clear
connection between transnational capital flows and the stock of money, and the dynamics of
domestic demand. Romer singles out a causal sequence heading from the downfall in US industrial
production starting at the end of Summer 1929 to the meteoric expansion of open market sales of
bond and securities on Wall Street that uttered in the financial crash of October. This interpretation
suggests that the early contraction in consumer spending that hit the American economy during
the second half of 1929 caused the eruption of the banking crisis and the beginning of open market
sales of securities. Therefore, she links the interrelation between slipping aggregate demand and
the decline in money supply to the interwar process of transnational flows in money and gold.
Shortly after the Federal Reserve increased US interest rates, gold drew to the United States.
Washington's following decision to convert gold inflows into paper money sparked a non
inflationary expansion in liquidity that laid the groundwork for the industrial policies of the New
Deal39.
The main interpretations of the turn-of-the-1920s Great Slump suggest that both when the
balance between capital supply and aggregate demand critically deteriorates, and when policies
successfully redress it, the process of international economic interdependence develops along two
directions. On the one side the historical appraisals of the Great Slump confirm that the rapport
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Rates,

between transnational financial transactions and domestic consumers demand is topical to better
define economic interdependence. On the other hand, the historiography on the Slump has argued
that the linkage between international capital movements and domestic aggregate demand revolve
around the pivot of cross-national gold movements. Either historical accounts stress that open
market sales of securities, the option for divestitures and other capital movements cast light on the
sharp decrease in liquidity for investments. They suggest that this process developed
notwithstanding the Federal Reserve's commitment to acquire Treasury bonds held by private
investors to uphold high powered money.

5. The governing of international finance and the restructuring of aggregate demand in the
1970s
The US design to erect a free-trade system of international economic relations set in motion
after World War II carried a pretension to intertwine transnational flows in goods and capital with
full support for expansionary domestic economic growth within the advanced industrial
economies. Unlike what the aforementioned IPE literature and the New Economic History School
argued, since wartime through the early post war era, American foreign economic policymakers
resorted to expansionary national economic policies. They also erected a set of regulatory
frameworks to foster domestic markets and the free transnational flow of commodities and
capitals.
From the mid-1940s to the 1970s the US worked on recasting a dollar-pegged system of
international trade and payments by continuously searching for a balance between domestic
aggregate demand, and a steady rise in transnational capital mobility. The Employment Act of
1946, essentially strengthened by the Reserve Reform Act of 1977, made provision for heading
the US Federal Reserve Bank to promote employment, to increase the private consumption share
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of GDP, and to expand the US capital market40. These legislative actions were the litmus to the
American effort to make the process of international interdependence hinge on the Federal
Reserve's twin support for consumer spending and stock of money41. By contrast, amidst the two
energy crises of the 1970s, the US monetary authorities and the Bretton Woods economic
institutions countered the unevenly changing transnational capital flows in a rather different
manner.
Since the wartime effort, the US project to tear down the interwar grid of protectionist trade
barriers in order to erect a highly-interconnected international economic system was bound to
sustain an expansion in aggregate demand for primary consumer goods. Since 1943 the US
representatives pressurized the Allied Commission to unfreeze a substantial share of hard currency
reserve assets accrued to the Central Banks of several belligerent powers prior to their surrender.
In so doing, Washington wished to prop up its allies' balance of payments on current account42.
The US representatives on the Allied Commission made a case for providing most allied European
countries with civilian supplies and instrumental goods in excess of basic requirements to foster
industrial production and to stimulate smoothly growing domestic markets43.
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Shortly after the end of World War II, the US authorities linked the onset of a free system of
international trade and payments to the recovery of private consumer spending. This US
commitment was straightforward since Washington engaged in lengthy discussions on the most
feasible ways of resurrecting the European and Japanese economies, considered end-markets for
US manufacturers and the retail industry 44.
In the early 1960s, in contrast with most European Central Banks' decision to face up to the
economic slackening through monetary stringency, Washington bolstered an increase in the stock
of money for fixed capital investments. Along this line, in 1964 the US endorsed agreements on
expansion of IMF member countries' quotas45. Likewise, the loans and credit lines that from the
first half of the 1960s to the mid-1970s the international economic institutions of Bretton Woods
shared out with some advanced industrial economies were to balance the impact of tight monetary
policies on industrial credit. This was much the case of the IBRD loans to some industrial
economies in response to the European tight credit squeeze typical of the early 1960s46.
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Accordingly, from 1974 to 1976 the IMF allotted a number of credit lines to fund the balance of
payments on current account of capital-deficit countries as the UK and Italy47.
Both the IBRD and the IMF considered long-term private capital assets a prerequisite to relaunch fixed capital investments. In so doing, the institutions of Bretton Woods did not impose on
the beneficiary countries a tradeoff between extending credit lines, and adoption by them of
economic policies widely-regarded as the hallmark of international financial respectability such as
decontrol policies on the national labor markets or the tearing down of national barriers to
transnational capital movements. Rather, the two institutions called on the beneficiary member
countries to improve their credit standing before international investors. Likewise, the IMF and
the IBRD fully endorsed the issuing of relatively long-term fixed rates loans. This policy was
intended to prioritize an increase in employment rate and consumer spending.
Shortly after the first four-fold oil price hike of 1973 this guideline clearly run the IMF in
conducting bilateral negotiations with its member countries on the Fund's assistance packages
designed to resurrect their current account deficit. As both the Italian and British economies
suffered most from the impact of the so called "oil bill" on their current account, the governments
of Rome and London are a case in point. The IMF position toward London and Rome showcases
this intertwining between financial assistance, the adoption of binding domestic economic policies,
and the pursuit of sustained domestic growth. The Fund bound its financial assistance to the
adoption of both tight monetary and fiscal policies to fight inflation, and to expansionary credit
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policies. Such stimulus policies were intended to make up for capital outflows caused by the
inflationary strains of the recession48.
The IMF viewed either policies as prerequisites to increase the GDP and to stimulate
consumer spending. This search for a balance between external equilibrium and domestic
investments run American foreign assistance policy through the second oil crisis49.
As soon as Jimmy Carter came to power, such stance was extended to US domestic economic
policy. The adoption of internal expansionary policies, quite extensively discussed within the Ford
Administration50, became a top priority issue on the agenda of the Economic Policy Group under
the Carter Administration51. Furthermore, the new US government strove to enforce coordination
of private capital markets to prop up gross capital investments. This policy led Carter's approach
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to the Federal Republic of Germany and Japan, at the time the largest consumer markets, on the
occasion of the industrial nations' London Summit held in Spring 197752. Therefore, still amidst
the two energy crises the US foreign economic policymaking elites drew upon a long-lasting model
of economic interdependence based on the interconnectedness between transnational capital
supply and domestic aggregate demand.
Apparently, American policy did work out: the ratio of domestic demand to the balance of
payments recorded in Japan around 1977 smoothly improved, while after that year most industrial
economies adopted mild expansionary fiscal measures53. This approach also underpinned the
development assistance programs of the IBRD. Shortly after his appointment to the head of the
IBRD, the new president McNamara initiated economic contacts with most industrial nations to
finance his announced 5-year development assistance package. From 1967 to 1969 he reached
agreements on both public and private placements with several of the Bank's member industrial
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economies, from the UK to Italy54, from Belgium to the Netherland and Sweden55. It is worth
focusing attention on the negotiations involving president McNamara and the German
government, on the purchases by the German commercial banks of bonds issued by the IBRD to
fund its development finance plans designed to resurrect the current account deficit of the non oil
producing less developed countries (LDCs)56. These negotiations clearly highlights that the IBRD
linked development finance and domestic growth. McNamara himself stated that restructuring
GDP and the consumption share of GDP in each Latin American economy was a prerequisite to
reorganize the Latin American countries' import of low capital intensive consumer goods from
European manufacturers. Such economic recovery was also aimed at recasting the export of
commodities from Latin America to European markets57.
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In striking contrast with this long-lasting foreign economic policy, during the first oil crisis
all leading macroeconomic indicators and the shape of private capital markets suggest a rather
different ratio of money supply to demand for investments. Besides, when compared to the early
1930s, the Federal Reserve took a rather different approach.
In his pioneering comparison of the ratio of stock of money to consumer spending between
the early 1930s and the macroeconomic effects of the first oil shock in 1974 and 1975, Peter Temin
argued that in 1975 real consumption slackened much less in proportion to both the decline in
GNP and the contraction in money supply. Furthermore, he made the point that both money supply
and the consumption share of GNP experienced a contraction but did not dwarf as in the very early
1930s58. Temin established a correlation between the stock of money and consumer spending: he
argued that from 1974 to 1975 the real growth rate of the American economy slipped down less
than at the end of the 1920s. Temin focused on the patterns of real per capita consumption,
stressing that the early 1930s deflationary strains made the average household debt grew larger
and bumped on private consumption. By contrast, amid the first oil crisis a peaking inflation made
household debt contract, thus expanding disposable income and per capita demand for consumer
goods59.
If we tackle the most recently released statistical series, money supply dwarfed neither within
the United States nor across the international financial system. This is all the more remarkable as
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a wave of banking failures shook up the western banking system from late 1973 through 1975.
Furthermore, over the few months following the first oil price hike the cost of money did not flare
up: from January to Summer 1974 neither yields on investment loans nor output prices
skyrocketed60. Moreover, during the entire period stretching from 1972 to 1977 the US
manufacturing system registered a yearly increase in capital stocks that outpaced by one-third the
one recorded from 1977 to 198261. This scarce impact of the first oil crisis on the cost of fixed
capital investments and on industrial productivity, coupled with a set of monetary measures
undertaken by the Federal Reserve, help to better understand the ratio of money supply to
consumer spending and its striking contrast with the early 1930s.
From October 1973 through Fall 1974 a series of banking failures hit both the American and
the European banking systems62, soon followed by the collapse of some 29 regional and local
American intermediaries through 197563. From the collapse of the US National Bank of San Diego
in October 1973 to the eye-catching failures of German Herstatt in June 1974 and Franklin
National Bank in the United States a few months later in the Fall, banking panics spread out and
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induced several investors to sell equities64. Besides, since Summer 1974 the most important
commercial banks declared their increasing unwillingness to finance industrial credit65.
Notwithstanding this trend, throughout the first half of 1974 the largest American commercial
banks increased their foreign lending through the activity of their overseas branches66. Mostly
based in Europe, the overseas subsidiaries of US banks experienced an expansion in their portfolio
as they specialized in marketing short-term interest-sensitive financial instruments such as the
Eurocurrency assets. Born out of the exceptional expansion in both foreign investments of US
resident banks and American overseas public expenditure during the 1960s67, the Eurocurrency
market consisted of financial instruments that accrued to the European capital markets. The
Eurocurrency market was a result of foreign investments by third countries, most notably the US,
whose capital and yields were not repatriated but reinvested into the European equity and security
markets. Notably, these investments were denominated in currencies other -mostly in US dollarthan the resident European country in which they accrued68. Due to the uneven rise in the oil
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revenues accumulated by the OPEC countries after the first oil price hike, the oil producing
countries invested a significant share of their booming financial assets into short-term
Eurocurrency markets: they grew from $160 billion in 1973 to $ 485 billion at the end of 1978 to
peak up at $ 600 billion in 198069.
Therefore, although the repeated banking failures made most US commercial banks reluctant
to reinvest the OPEC member states' financial assets70, during the first half of 1974 the US banks
accepted Arab placements and financed an amount of loans up to $ 12 and a half billion71. In the
framework of mild inflation and expected price rise, this dynamic short-term capital market was
suitable to let lenders acquire short-term assets issued by manufacturers to finance their
investments.
In fact, since the last trimester of 1973 the US corporations issued an increasing number of
bonds and expanded their borrowing from American banks. At the same time, the so called prime
lending rate, technically the cost of loans lent to the most creditworthy enterprises, increased72.
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This steady increase in demand for borrowing suggests that the economic slackening stemming
from the oil price hikes of 1973 decreased industrial productivity and export. This triggered an
excess in demand for borrowing over capital supply. This process was expected to bring about an
upswing mode in both the cost of money for investments, and consumer goods prices. In contrast
to it, throughout 1974 the price of commodities rose slightly, while in the aggregate currency in
circulation and call deposits experienced a slight but constant expansion73. Furthermore, from the
end of 1973 through early 1975 total net assets of US banks increased by around 30 percent74.
Therefore, despite any macroeconomic and financial tendency sparked expectations for a striking
imbalance between capital supply and demand for investments, this trend was rather limited.
Certainly the involvement of western commercial banks in channeling the OPEC countries'
liquid assets after the first oil price shock accounts for this balance between capital supply and
demand for borrowing75. However, from Summer 1974 onward the US Federal Reserve began
playing a crucial role in propping up such balance. As the oil-producing countries' oil revenues
were likely to over flood the international private capital markets, Washington's monetary
authority struggled to prevent the international economic system from plunging into deflation.
From the second half of 1973 to the third trimester of 1974, when the oil producing nations made
heavily placements in the Eurocurrency markets, consumer spending kept stable76. Therefore, at
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an early stage the recycling of the oil supplying countries' revenues proved to be successful in
upholding the equilibrium between transnational capital supply and domestic aggregate demand.
However, at least a couple of reasons led Washington's monetary authorities to leave aside
this strategy based on the Eurocurrency markets. In first instance, it is worth mentioning the
impending banks' exposure to poorly rated debtors77, mostly Latin American governments, which
the western commercial banks were used to re-channeling a substantial portion of oil revenues not
reinvested in the Eurocurrency markets. Secondly, one should consider the striking maturity
imbalance problems between OPEC's short-term placements and the American banks committed
to re-invest long to finance structural payments imbalances78. Making matters worse, over the
following four years a number of macroeconomic changes made it impossible to keep stable the
balance between capital supply and aggregate demand in that way. In fact, since as early as 1975
the international recession, coupled with the OPEC countries' domestic investments, significantly
reduced the disposable liquidity of OPEC.
Prior to these developments, in Summer 1974 the highest monetary policy makers in
Washington worried about what a potential capital oversupply might trigger79. The US Department
of Treasury and the Federal Reserve brought under pressure the OPEC members to diversify their
investment policies. The oil supplying economies should invest their financial assets in three ways:
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first, they would acquire US Treasury-issued bonds and securities. Secondly, the oil producers
were expected to get involved in financing international development assistance either directly by
means of providing concessionary credits to the oil-supplying economies, or indirectly, by funding
the development programs of the IBRD. In third instance, American monetary authorities exerted
pressure on the OPEC countries to undertake a fundamental shift from short-term to long-term
investments80. In spite of the US commercial banks' reluctance to favor this joint Federal ReserveUS Treasury strategy, by the end of 1974 a significant shift in the OPEC investment patterns had
occurred. From the end of 1973 to early 1975 the largest US commercial banks involved in reinvesting the financial assets of OPEC countries reshuffled their international lending
substantially. In the aggregate, purchases of debt securities and short-term financial assets by the
home branches of American banks rose from $ 26 billion to $ 45 billion, equal to 70 percent.
During the same period, purchases by their foreign subsidiaries surged from $ 36 million to $ 51
million, equal to a yearly rise of only 41 percent81. Therefore, the American initiative to remake
the international capital markets in order to sustain productive investments through an expansion
in long-term financial instruments, was successfully implemented.
Soon thereafter, during 1975, on the one side the effects of oil producers' diversification of
their financial investments reduced their current disposable assets. On the other, the impact of the
1975 recession hit international demand for oil and OPEC's prospective profits82. These two
dynamics, coupled with the attitude of the industrial economies to uphold current consumption
levels, contributed to set off the widely-known inflation of the decade generated by an excess in
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demand for consumption and investments over capital supply. This process eventually took to a
critical juncture the equilibrium between the supply of capital and economic growth.
The Carter administration strove to keep up this policy to stabilize the process of international
interdependence83. However, the increasing weakening of the US dollar on the international
exchange markets84, the rising financial dependence of the advanced industrial economies on
OPEC to finance capital supply, as well as the impending Iranian revolution of 1979 and the
ensuing political instability that upset the Middle East in the very beginning of the 1980s,
interrupted this story. Such path-breaking transformations paved way for the Federal Reserve's
decision to set off a landmark monetary stringency.

6. Conclusion
The ratio of capital supply to consumer spending lies at the center of most historical
reconstructions on the Great Depression of the late 1920s. Likewise, it is the subject of a few
macroeconomic explorations on the economic downturn of the early 1970s. So far, the economic
and historical literatures produced two different approaches to the changing balance between stock
of money and consumer spending. On the one side Romer and Bordo, among others, drew it back
to the endogenous dynamics typical of the turn-of-the-1920s American economy. On the other
hand, scholarship by Kindleberger and Temin placed it against the backdrop of the Gold Standard's
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international monetary system pegged to British sterling. Based on the reconstruction presented in
this contribution, in both historical junctures the changing balance between transnational supply
of capital and domestic aggregate demand for fixed capital formation and consumer goods is linked
to a reorganization of international economic interdependence distinct from the concept of
interdependence formulated in the IPE literature during the 1960s. In the 1960s the linkage
between a steady increase in the volume of transnational financial flows and the unevenly booming
mass consumer society was the cornerstone of the process of international interdependence among
national markets.
This contribution began by outlining this early fine-tuning to then turn attention to the
approach and limits of the New Economic History School to the historical dynamics of the
international economy. Thereafter we advanced a comparison between the early-1920s and the
early-1970s to pinpoint the interconnectedness between financial crises and international
economic integration. Along this line of inquiry, we brought forth a new concept of international
economic interdependence revolving around a key role played in either case by the international
monetary institutions in recasting such a linkage between capital supply and consumer spending.
We focused attention on the role of the US Federal Reserve to explore the changing balance
between stock of money and consumer spending in the late-1920s and during the first energy crisis
of the 1970s.
This contribution helps to understand that during the Great Slump a striking decrease in
liquidity for productive investments triggered a contraction in both consumer spending and lending
by bank intermediaries. On the other, we pointed to the role of Federal Reserve and the Bretton
Woods international economic institutions in upholding the balance between stock of money and
consumer spending. We stressed how the US foreign financial policymakers pursued this target
through the implementation of redistributive financial policies to make the oil exporting countries
diversify their investment patterns on the international capital markets. A comparison between the
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two historical watersheds casts light on the different role played by the Federal Reserve. From the
late 1920s through to the coming of Roosevelt to the White House the US monetary authority
financed the supply side by means of purchasing Treasury bonds held by private investors. In
contrast, by the mid-1970s the Federal Reserve and US Treasury had to cope with an uneven
redistribution of financial assets of the OPEC oil producers. Shortly after the first four-fold oil
price increase the Federal Reserve straddled to curb this purchasing power shift from the industrial
economies to developing economies with low propensity to long-term investments. In so doing,
US authorities aimed at reversing the oil producers' attitude to invest in short-term highly liquid
financial instruments. Instead of facing up to the impending inflationary strains that stemmed from
the oil price rise by peaking interest rates, American monetary authorities called on OPEC
members to diversify their investment patterns by pouring their financial assets into financing US
Treasury bonds and securities, and by investing in the American equity market. This policy was
intended to dry up the meteoric financial flow from the Middle East to the Eurocurrency markets
and to re-launch investments in fixed capital formation. This process developed smoothly from the
second half of 1974 to the first half of the following year. During the first part of 1974 the oil
producing countries invested their financial assets in short-term inflation sensitive capital markets
owing to the expected inflationary uptick in the cost of money. In this framework, we can explain
why consumer prices kept stable, while by contrast a sharp decrease in output and consumer
spending would lead the monetary authority to raise the cost of money to stimulate capital inflow.
The ratio of disposable capital supply for investments and domestic aggregate demand was
far different during the two historical economic downturns. During the late-1920s, notwithstanding
the Federal Reserve's attempt to make foreign capital inflow into the American economy, money
supply decreased and consumer spending dwarfed. By contrast, in 1974 deflation substantially
contributed to decrease household debt, thus supporting consumer spending, while the ascendancy
of the oil producing countries on the world financial stage accounts for booming Eurocurrency
markets and the stability of money supply.
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Therefore, a comparison between the two most striking financial crises of the twentieth
century heads to argue that recasting the interrelation between liquidity on the supply-side and
aggregate demand on the demand-side was in either case based on the least common denominator
of transnational capital flows. On the other hand, the timing and extent of the Federal Reserve's
intervention to stem the crisis should be placed against this far different balance between stock of
money and consumer spending.
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